Fall 2023 UCB African Language Courses
Arabic | Amharic | Igbo | Swahili

In the Department of African American Studies

- AFRICAM 18A Elementary Amharic (Class #27057), WF 9-11 AM, Amlaku Eshetie
- AFRICAM 21A Intermediate Amharic (Class #27058), TTh 9-11 AM, Amlaku Eshetie
- AFRICAM 16A Elementary Igbo (Class #24278), ThF 12-2:00 PM, Gladys Ajaelo
- AFRICAM 11A Elementary Swahili (Class #20848), TTh 9-11:00 AM, David Kyeu
- AFRICAM 10A Intermediate Swahili (Class #27003), TTh 11AM-1PM, David Kyeu
- AFRICAM 15A Advanced Swahili (Class # 25121) TTh 2-4 PM, David Kyeu

UC students at other campus can enroll for Amharic, Igbo, and Swahili courses via UC Online Enrollment. UCLA is offering Swahili and Yoruba also through UC Online.

In the Department of Near Eastern Studies

Arabic: Elementary, Intermediate, Advanced, Colloquial, Classical and Translation

- Arabic course descriptions and Fall 2023 Schedule

Also of interest

- AFRICAM 114 Introduction to African Linguistics (Class # 25949), MW 10AM-Noon, Sam Mchombo

Non UC Berkeley Students

Students from other UC campuses can enroll through UC Online. Students from California State Universities, California community colleges and select other higher education institutions can enroll in Berkeley courses under certain circumstances. For more information visit: https://registrar.berkeley.edu/registration/visitor-and-exchange-programs.

More Information

Learn more about Fall 2023 options: https://africa.berkeley.edu/news/african-languages-fall-2023